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The old one told me how it works and about the formatting. Look at my code, since the old one was a bit insane, I am sure you
can see why it was useful to have it. Thanks to everyone who took the time to help me out on my situation! A: This is a very
long comment because it’s so complex. What is happening is the webpage’s implementation of ’s is clobbering the table row and
making it look like there’s only 1 row. When you create the array from htmlentities, it cleans that mess up. The following should
get you started. It checks if there’s already something, and then if there is it replaces the previous array with the new one. If
there is no previous array, it just creates a blank one. It should then be pretty easy to build your own. $newTable = array();
$oldTable = array(); if(!empty($_POST['new'])) { $s = json_decode(stripslashes($_POST['new'])); $oldTable = $s; } else {
$oldTable = $newTable; } $table = array_diff($oldTable,$newTable); $tableArray = array(); if(!empty($table)) { foreach($table
as $elem) { $tableArray[] = htmlentities($elem); } } $out = implode(', ', $tableArray); echo $out; Incidence of beta-lactamase
production in Gram-positive cocci. The production of beta-lactamase by 257 strains of Gram-positive cocci was studied. Fifty-
nine of these strains were selected on the basis of in-vitro resistance to cephalothin. The production of beta-lactamase by these
59 strains was not due to overgrowth by beta-lactamase-producing organisms. Thirty-seven of these 59 strains were also tested
for beta-lactamase production in the presence of clavulanic acid, and the results suggested that the production of 4bc0debe42
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